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WHAT’S NEW 
AT RAMAIAH

Fresher's Day was organized on 09th September 2023 with the initiation to 

extend welcome to I PUC Fresher students, enhance the feeling of community, 

and motivate juniors. The purpose of this day was to welcome the juniors. Theme 

for the Party was to enact any Bollywood actor. Juniors dressed up to the 

occasion.

Venue Abdul Kalam auditorium was 

decorated by the senior batch, titles were 

given away. Light also symbolizes 

abundance, prosperity, and knowledge, 

Principal Flt Lt (Mrs) Sunita Dixit(Retd), 

lighted the ceremonial lamp along with 

Academic Coordinator and HOD’S. 

ENJOY LEARN REACHOUT FOR YOUR GOAL
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Performances were held and hosted very well. Preksha of II PU CSBA and Shlok 

of II PU PCME were the MC’s for the event. Students exhibited a variety of 

talents ranging from performing invocation song by Sanjana N of II PU PCMB 

created a devotional aura, Stand up by Khaji Rehan  of II PU MEBA entertained 

the gathering ,musical event by Sanjana N of II PU PCMB and Prabhudev B Patil 

of II PU HEBA performing melodious set of songs , guess the actor or the movie 

game was enthusiastically participated by students. 

The whole auditorium was electrified with the performances of songs, dances and 

comic acts. Three Rounds of competition was organized to select ‘Fresher of the 

Year’. Round 1 –Ramp Walk, Round 2-Talent Show, Round 3- Personality Test 

judged by Ms. Rachana ,Ms.Vandana along with the Principal.
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Fresher of the year was awarded to Chinmayi.S of I PU CSBA. Program 

concluded with a DJ electrifying performance of our students. Showcasing 

inbound talent and bonding-up with seniors in order to pave the way for a higher 

platform.

Prize distribution for winners of Quiz Competition held at St. Claret PU college, 

Mathematica and E-Learning were awarded by Mrs.Poornima Nagesh, Mrs. 

Supriya, Mrs.Yamuna along with the Principal. 
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                                                                             –Yamuna.T.S, lecturer Mathematics department 

HINDI DIWAS CELEBRATION

poet.Vibran 

drawing related 

to Hindi Divas 

enhanced the 

beauty of the 

event.

I and II PU students made ‘Varnamala Ped’(letter tree) which consist of all the 

letters and matras of Hindi language. Respected Principal ma’am Flt Lt (Mrs) 

Sunita Dixit(Retd),Mrs Sugina.K,Lecturer Hindi Department and other faculties 

also supported the students to make the event great successful.

Ramaiah Pre University college celebrated HINDI DIWAS on 14thof 
September,2023. It was a magnificent occasion consisting of competitive events 

like poster making, essay writing and public speaking. Poster making was 

prismatic event with various kinds of posters. contents like importance of Hindi 

Divas in Indian history, four pillars of Hindi literature, famous Hindi authors and 
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